1. Introduction. Let R be a commutative ring, and S= R[Xn, • • • , Xmn] be the polynomial ring in mn indeterminates over R. If we denote by g(m, w) : Sm->Sn the map whose matrix is (Xi,), we may consider the (generalized) Koszul complexes K(l\p g(m, «)) for l^p^n [2] , [3] . One of the first things we shall show is that these complexes are acyclic, i.e. Hi(K(l\p g(m, «))) = 0 for i>0. We will do this by using a result in a recent paper by Northcott [4] , which says that if R is noetherian, then the ideal, 7, generated by the subdeterminants of order « of the matrix (X(j) is perfect, and depth(7; S) =w -w + 1.
Because the complexes K(KP g(m, «)) are acyclic, we say that the generalized Koszul complex is generically acyclic. This generic acyclicity enables us to interpret the homology and cohomology groups of the generalized Koszul complex as Tor and Ext over suitable rings, and also expresses these groups as the homology (and cohomology) of the classical Koszul complex. As a result, we are able to give easy proofs of the rigidity of these complexes [l] , and also prove an assertion [2] concerning the annihilator of their homology groups.
Throughout this note, all rings are commutative and have an identity element. Proof. We know, by Northcott's result quoted in §1, that, in case R is noetherian, we have depth(7; S)=m-»+1 [3, §2] . Thus, if R is noetherian, the theorem follows immediately from Corollary 2.6 of [3] . In case R is not noetherian, we observe that 2? = lim"2?a where H"(Kpf, E) =0 implies Ht(l\pf, E) =0for alitas.
Proof. K(/\p g(m, «)) is an acyclic resolution of Coker Ap g(m, «), regardless of the coefficient ring P. In particular, this is so for R/a for any ideal a in P, i.e., P(AP g(m, «)) ®R R/a is acyclic for any ideal a. Thus Torfi(Coker Ap g(m, «), P/a)=0 for all ideals a, since K(KP g(m, «)) is 5-free and, hence, an P-free resolution of Coker Apg(m, «). Therefore Coker Ap g(m, n) is flat as an P-module. Now the standard Koszul complex K(X(f)) is an 5-free resolution of Coker X(f) = S, since I(X(f)) is generated by an 5-sequence (as can be seen by linear substitution).
Since S = R as an P-module, K(X(f))®R E is an acyclic resolution of S®r E, and each term of K(X(f))®R £ is a direct sum of copies of S®r E. Now
Torf ( Let R be a local ring, M an 2?-module of finite length, and Rm^>1Rn ->217->0 an exact sequence. We have shown in [3, 3.4 ] that P/(v, R) =/(Coker Sv(f)) is a polynomial function whose degree is « -1 * The next to the last equality is obtained by using the following well-known fact: if 5 is a ring, F= { Y"} an acyclic complex over the 5-module B, and A an 5-module such that TorisL4, F") =0 for all t*>0 and all n, then Tor¡s(^, B) =Hi(A ®SY).
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